
JUDE 
CONSIDERING EXAMPLES OF 

PERVERSIONS AND JUDGEMENT Pt. 1

TEXT: JUDE 5-13



Author

Jude
- Half brother of Jesus (calls 

himself brother of James)

- Understood to be a follower of 

Jesus after the resurrection

- Addresses himself as a servant

Audience

Culturally and Ethnically
- Jewish audience, very familiar 

with Jewish Literature and 
Scriptures

Spiritually 
- The Called, Beloved and Kept



Reason for Writing:
[3] Beloved, although I was very eager to write to you about our common 

salvation, I found it necessary to write appealing to you to contend for the 

faith that was once for all delivered to the saints.[4] For certain people have 

crept in unnoticed who long ago were designated for this condemnation, 

ungodly people, who pervert the grace of our God into sensuality and deny 

our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ. 

What is Jude describing here?



How do you identify someone 
who professes faith but is not 

truly of the faith?



Three Primary Characteristics 

Deceptive Divisive Defiant



Three Primary Illustrations

Examples
v.5-7

Behaviors
v.8-11

Metaphors
v.12-13



Text: Jude 5-7 (ESV):
[5] Now I want to remind you, although you once fully knew it, that Jesus, who 

saved a people out of the land of Egypt, afterward destroyed those who did 

not believe.  [6] And the angels who did not stay within their own position of 

authority, but left their proper dwelling, he has kept in eternal chains under 

gloomy darkness until the judgment of the great day— [7] just as Sodom and 

Gomorrah and the surrounding cities, which likewise indulged in sexual 

immorality and pursued unnatural desire, serve as an example by undergoing 

a punishment of eternal fire. (ESV)



Jude’s Example #1 - The People of Israel
Jude 5: Now I want to remind you, although you once fully knew it, that Jesus, 

who saved a people out of the land of Egypt, afterward destroyed those who did 

not believe.

Read: Numbers 13:30 - 14:12, 20-24

How do we see apostasy and judgement 
at work here in the text?



The Unbelieving People of Israel

Experience of 
the Work of God

Grace, love, blessings and 
mercy - Numbers 14:22

Time Elapses in 
Wilderness

Time reveals deliverance 
physically not spiritually - 

Numbers 14:24

Promise

Condemnation

Numbers 
14:26-30



Jude’s Example #2 - Angelic Rebellion
Jude 6: And the angels who did not stay within their own position of authority, but 

left their proper dwelling, he has kept in eternal chains under gloomy darkness 

until the judgment of the great day—

How do we see apostasy and judgement 
at work here in the text?



Jude’s Example #3 - Sodom and Gomorrah
Jude 7: just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the surrounding cities, which likewise 

indulged in sexual immorality and pursued unnatural desire, serve as an example 

by undergoing a punishment of eternal fire.

Reference: Genesis 19; Deuteronomy 29:23

How do we see apostasy and judgement 
at work here in the text?



Main Point:
There are individuals who will be among or around the 
people of God. Yet they are not actually apart of the 
people of God. Ultimately the Lord knows how to deal 
with these individuals and has His judgement on 
reserve for them.



Text: Jude 8-11 (ESV):
[8] Yet in like manner these people also, relying on their dreams, defile the 

flesh, reject authority, and blaspheme the glorious ones. [9] But when the 

archangel Michael, contending with the devil, was disputing about the body of 

Moses, he did not presume to pronounce a blasphemous judgment, but said, 

“The Lord rebuke you.” [10] But these people blaspheme all that they do not 

understand, and they are destroyed by all that they, like unreasoning animals, 

understand instinctively. [11] Woe to them! For they walked in the way of Cain 

and abandoned themselves for the sake of gain to Balaam’s error and 

perished in Korah’s rebellion. (ESV)



Behaviors
[8] Yet in like manner these people also, relying on their dreams, defile the flesh, 

reject authority, and blaspheme the glorious ones.

Self declared 
authority

BlasphemersReject AuthorityDefile the FleshRely on Dreams

No moral restraint Despise, refuse, rebel 
against authority

Speak against holy 
ones

1 Corinthians 2:7-16

How would this be devastating in the church?



Text: Jude 12-13 (ESV):

[12] These are hidden reefs at your love feasts, as they feast with you without 

fear, shepherds feeding themselves; waterless clouds, swept along by winds; 

fruitless trees in late autumn, twice dead, uprooted; [13] wild waves of the 

sea, casting up the foam of their own shame; wandering stars, for whom the 

gloom of utter darkness has been reserved forever. (ESV)



Metaphors
- Shepherds Feeding Themselves

- Preying on others
- Waterless Clouds

- Useless, disappointing,misleading hope
- Fruitless Trees in Autumn (twice dead, uprooted)

- Been too long without production
- Wild Waves of the Sea 

- Disruptive, chaotic
- Wandering Stars

- Unstable, without a place (reserved for gloom)



Thank You!

Next Week:
Consider Examples of 
Perversion & 
Judgement Pt. 2 

Text: Jude 9, 14-16


